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Will we/won’t we join the British Open at Queen’s from November 2020?   Rumours and rumblings abound, but 
nothing is yet decided, as the Committee, the T&RA and the Queen’s Club grapple with the pros and cons.  Katie 
Leppard, our new Chairman, lays out the issues: 

At our AGM in April, we talked about possibly moving the Ladies British Open 
from Seacourt to The Queen’s Club in 2020 to fit in with the British Open in 
November. Not the easiest dilemma to be faced with as the newly enrolled 
chairman (!), but an extremely important one, and the LRTA Committee decided 
the next step was to canvass the top ladies, whom this affects most. 

There is a lot of work in a tournament such as this and if we decide to move it, 
we want to make sure it is for the right reasons. We have always had a very 
warm welcome from Seacourt and the atmosphere created by supporters who 
come to watch helps to make it the success that it is.  If we move the 
tournament to The Queen’s Club, the handicap doubles will not be included.  This 
in itself would reduce the number of potential spectators. 

The response from the top players has been interesting and I dare say might 
reflect the wider membership’s opinions. The younger members are keen for a 
change to The Queen’s Club which for many is their home club. A move will raise 
the profile of our top ladies by running alongside the British Open, potentially 
offering more status for the tournament. We would also be closer to potential 
sponsors - a big factor in running any event. 

The older members are understandably more cautious and are more interested 
in making sure the detail is agreed before any move.  Some remember a previous 

move to The Queen’s Club many years ago which was not deemed a success. 

Where we are now: 
The Executive Committee feel that change is good but not for change’s sake. We need to make sure whatever is 
agreed is in the best interests of members and our top players.  Thus:  

• We would like to get a sponsor in place for an initial period of three 
years prior to agreeing to a move, in the region of £15,000 ie £5,000 
each year.  

• We can only move if we are able to form a group of volunteers (non- 
players) to organise and run the tournament at The Queen’s Club in 
November 2020. 

• The ladies would have to be given an equal footing (in terms of play) and 
on terms that work for us. 

• We would require the full support of the T&RA and The Queen’s Club  

We love feedback, so if you feel strongly about this and have something to say, 
please get in touch. I would also be delighted to hear from you if you are willing 
to offer your services to help organise and run the tournament, or indeed if you 
know of anyone who might kindly sponsor. We have to put a timescale on finding 
a sponsor so that planning for whether we are at Seacourt in May or Queen’s in 
November can happen. Please get in touch with your views and any potential 
sponsors so that decisions can be made by November.  

Please email  chairman@ladiesrealtennis.com 

Katie Leppard, LRTA Chairman 

A New Look for the British Ladies Open? 

Queens 
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Masters and British Ladies Handicaps also on the move 
Whatever the decision on the Ladies Open, two other major tournaments are definitely on the move. 

Our biggest tournament of the year is the British Ladies Handicaps, which has been held at The Oratory and Hardwick for the 
past three years.  This November it moves to Prested, where Claire Fahey, the Prested professional, promises all sorts of 
attractions to players and spectators.  There will be free use of the swimming pool and lawn tennis courts; discounts on 
pampering and beautification at the Spa; a chance to try out the very popular game of Padel; and all-day food and drink In the 
café.  Plus cheap deals on rooms. 
With Prested’s two courts, there should be a great atmosphere with both Divisions in the same venue. 

The Masters, designed for players aged 40 or older, is also moving: northwards to Manchester.  The Club is sited right in the 
city centre with great access to shops and sightseeing; and Stella Heap, the Club manager is very keen to lay on Northern 
hospitality, especially for those who have never played there. The Club is a splendid Victorian Listen Building, with in-house 
catering, a squash court and even a bowling alley… 

The British Handicaps will be 9th/10th November;  the Masters will be 29th Feb/1st March. 
Linda Fairbrother (Editor) 

The Australian Ladies Open, held at the Royal Melbourne RT Club 
8th -15th January, had great attendance: 110 people came to see 
the Open and Ladies’ Open singles finals on the Monday, and a 
similar number at the two doubles finals next day. 
The tightest match was the doubles semi-final between Izzy Candy 
& Jess Garside against Penny Lumley & local player Kate Leeming 
(great to see Kate back competing).  This match was in the end 
won by Penny & Kate in three sets. They lost to Claire Fahey & 
Tara Lumley in the final, 6/0 6/0.  
The singles title went to Claire, who beat Tara 6/1 6/2 – a score 
which didn’t do justice to Tara’s improved play. She and Izzy have 
both spent some months in Australia working on their game, and 
it showed. 
 

The Open was a warm-up for the World Championships, with 
much the same cast taking part in Ballarat, 20-26th January. 
Fourteen contestants battled it out, with Izzy and Tara – not surprisingly – having a tight match in the singles semi-finals, just 
won by Izzy 6/5 6/5.  Claire, however, prevailed convincingly in the singles final, 6/0 6/0. 
In the doubles there were seven pairs in a complicated draw that led to a first semi-final between Claire & Tara against locals 
Beeca Lunnon & Jo Edwards, won by Claire & Tara 6/0 6/1. The second semi-final was a different match altogether, with Penny 
Lumley & Kate against Izzy Candy & Kate Brown.  In a hard-fought three-setter, Penny & Kate went through, 3/6 6/1 6/1.  But 
they succumbed to Claire & Tara in the final, 6/0 6/2. 
And so Claire has another two World Championship titles to add to her superb CV!         Linda Fairbrother using the Club reports 
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Down Under –  

The World Championship and the Australian Open 2019 

Players at Mayoral Reception Claire Fahey in a action in Ballarat 

Claire Fahey, Tara Lumley, Penny Lumley & Kate Leeming 

Australian Open Doubles Finalists 
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Definitely a French flavour this year, with a strong contingent of native and emigrée locals, including three Fontainebleau 
players who knew only too well how to use the vast deeps and steeps of the court to serve nicks and reach the corners.  
 

The first day was all round-robins, so the knock-out rounds did not begin till 
early Sunday morning. The closest match was between Dutch friends, Lucie 
Douwes-Dekker and Kim van Boeckel, where at match point to Kim, 5/5, Lucie 
stole the point from under her nose by winning chase 4 (equivalent to UK 
chase 2). Lucie then laid another chase at 40/40 and played her best serve to 
win 6/5.  They remained friends…. 
By the semi-finals, the line-up was Katie Leppard against Isabelle Breucq, and 
Gabrielle Smart-Fouquet against the youngest contestant Eve Shenkman.  
Isabelle made the most of her 24 point handicap advantage and was 30/0 up 
at 5/5, when she scrobbled a ball over the net and then fell, to the floor. Not 
surprisingly, Katie fluffed the return, and though her serve then made it 15/40, 
the next rest gave it to Isabelle, 6/5. 
In the other semi-final, Gabrielle was giving five points to bouncy Eve, who was 
giving a good impression of the Duracell bunny; even Gabrielle’s twisting, 
kicking serves couldn’t dampen Eve’s enthusiasm for thumping the ball back to 
take the match. 

The singles final, (played to eight games), was anyone’s up to 6/6.  Eve was giving 18 points to her opponent, and played 
carefully and calmly, avoiding unforced errors.  Isabelle, however, was hitting balls freely and well, pressurising Eve sufficiently 
to gain the vital two points needed to win each game.  At 6/6, a tired Isabelle finally allowed Eve to go ahead to 7/6.  She saved 
two match points in the final game, but at 40/40, Eve forced to the grille and took the singles title 8/6. 
 
There were eight pairs in the Doubles competition. Local pair Elisabeth Cottin & Isabelle Breucq romped through to the final, 
on the way serving wicked bobbles into the nick and making very few errors.  There they met Katie Leppard & Candida Nicholls 
who had been striking booming ground strokes in their previous matches, with Katie’s railroad creating as usual big problems 
for opponents. 
In the final, Katie & Candida were giving 19 points to the French players: could even their power overcome such a big handicap 
against two players in excellent form?  Within two minutes, Katie and Candida were already 2/0 down.  At the service end they 
won points, but every chase sent them back to the Hazard end, where tricky serves and excellent volleys rolled off the rackets 
of their opponents.  It was too much to ask, and Isabelle & Elisabeth got a deserved win 8/3. 
So it was an all-French line-up for both single and doubles titles. Plus two Frenchwomen finalists in the singles Plate, won 

convincingly – and joyously! - by Elisabeth Cottin 6/2. 
 
Our thanks to the Fontainebleau committee for hosting the tournament, and to 
Eric Delloye and his assistant Alex for excellent bi-lingual marking.  Special 
thanks to organiser Gabrielle Smart-Fouquet who as usual made taking part a 
joy.                Report and photos by Linda Fairbrother 

French Handicap Tournament 2019  
Held at Fontainebleau, 25 - 26th May  

Singles Winner Eve Shenkman  

Doubles Finalists - Candida Nicholls, Katie Leppard, Isabelle Breucq  
and Elisabeth Cottin  

Plate Finalists - Cecile Alchuteguy  
and Elisabeth Cottin  
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The British Ladies Open Championships and Handicap Doubles 2019 
Held at Seacourt, 11th – 14th April 

Sponsored by Peter Luck-Hille 

In unseasonably cold weather, 26 players made the most of the food and hot drinks at the 
Seacourt bar while watching hot action on court, including both Vigrass sisters (now Claire 
Fahey & Sarah Shuckburgh) back in action, against each other in the singles, and in 
partnership in the doubles. 

Open Singles and Plate 
Ten players with four seedings took part in the singles. No surprises in the first or second 
round, though Jess Garside put up a particularly good fight against Sarah Shuckburgh (4), 
taking five games off her and threatening to take more.  However, all four seeds were safely 
through to the semi-finals, with world champion Claire Fahey  (1) meeting sister Sarah in the 
first, an elegant display of powerful crafted shots, lovely to watch. Sarah had difficulty 
keeping the service, and Claire’s defensive volleys, using her full stretch plus a jump, did a lot 
of damage.  Claire through, 6/0 6/2. 

In the second semi-final, Tara Lumley (3) met Lea Van Der Zwalmen (2).  In the first set, Lea 
could do no wrong, sending everything back, mostly onto the tambour or just in front of it so 
the ball died under the grille. By 4/1 to Lea, Tara was reading the shots better, but too late to 
save the set.  In the second set, they were head to head for the first six games, with Tara bombarding the backhand corner of 

the service end, which was the only chink in Lea’s armour. Great rests and 
attacking play from both; but Tara prevailed in a fine display of grit to take 
the set 6/5.  In the final set, Lea knuckled down, keeping the ball low.  She 
was now anticipating the backhand corner shots, and despite some fantastic 
rests, Tara was losing the vital points.  Lea went through after a great fight 
from Tara, 6/1 5/6 6/0. 

So in the final, it was Claire against Lea, in a battle royal. Both of them made 
the hardest of shots look easy, in a thrilling contest.  

Lea stayed with Claire more or less throughout the first set.  She tried 
various serves, she tried for winning openings, but Claire was more than up 
for anything, and any short ball immediately got slammed into either the 
dedans or the Winning Gallery.  At 4/3 to Claire, she began to pull away: in 
this game, we saw a ball in the 
Winning Gallery; a backhand 
that landed two inches under 

the grille; and a humdinger low shot into the forehand hazard corner. It was 5/3 
to Claire, followed by a game to love and the set. 

Despite being ahead, Claire looked somewhat rattled in the second set, even 
indulging in a bit of muttering!  Both players were sending shots that ‘just had to 
be a winner’, but were somehow returned, in fantastic displays of athleticism and 
skill.  It was 3/3 – could Lea somehow edge ahead?  In any exchange of ground 
strokes, it was about 50/50 as to who prevailed.  But Claire stopped the mutters, 
used the winning openings superbly to crush Lea’s hopes; and she pushed ahead 
to win the second set and the Open title, once again.  6/3 6/3.  Wow – amazing 
tennis. 

The Singles Plate was an excellent three-set match between Amy Pye and Natalie Barber, eventually won by Natalie after one 
hour and forty minutes on court, 1/6 6/3 6/3. 

Open Doubles and Plate 
Ten pairs contested the Open Doubles, with the Vigrass sisters back as number one seeds.  Again, no surprises in the first two 

rounds with all four seeded pairs through. 

In the first semi-final, Claire Fahey & Sarah Shuckburgh met Alex Garside & Katie Leppard. The first shot of the match indicated 

how things would go…. Alex served to Claire, who sent the return straight back on to Alex’s racket, so hard it ricocheted up on 

to the roof.  Out-powered, with 5/0 on the scoreline, Alex & Katie won themselves two deuces; but, twice, Claire stepped in 

with an apparently effortless volley into the Winning Gallery to take the set to love.  And so it continued, despite great rests, 

to a conclusive 6/0 6/0. 

Lea Van Der Zwalmen  

Amy Pye and Natalie Barber 

Peter Dawes and Singles Winner Claire Fahey 
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The British Ladies Open Championships and Handicap Doubles Continued 

Open Doubles and Plate cont. 
In the second semi-final, Lea Van Der Zelman & Jess Garside played Penny & Tara 

Lumley in another very entertaining match, which got off to a wonderful start 

with a 12-stroke rest. After losing the first three games, Penny & Tara changed 

tactics, targeting Jess at the net and using the side walls: 2/3. Then Lea & Jess 

changed tack too, targeting just one opponent during each rest, pummelling her 

into submission until the inevitable error. They took the set 6/3.  At the start of 

second set, a pounding of Jess at the net was countered seven times until she 

had to capitulate.  But after that, she & Lea were on song and didn’t allow the 

Lumleys another game, to take the match 6/3 6/0. 

In the final, Jess was particularly mesmerising at the net, as she leapt for the ball 

and smashed it into the hazard end to angle off at least two, if not all three, walls. 

She & Lea were in fiery mode and got 3/1 up…. A definite buzz in the dedans!  

But: “Let rip!” demanded Claire of Sarah, and rip she did.  Amazing rests and 

many deuce games followed, but Claire & Sarah took the set, 6/4. 

Lea & Jess came out fighting in the second, to take the first game.  Then in the 

second game, a rest of 16 strokes – with all the pressure on Lea – ended with her 

netting a shot aimed at the dedans. From then on, Claire & Sarah looked 

dominant, laying better chases and using the winning openings.  It was a 

wonderful match with great play by all four, but Claire & Sarah were too strong, 

winning 6/4 6/3. 

The Doubles plate was played between Rosie Law & Di Wilson against Linda Ford 

& Doris Oldland, won by Rosie & Di, 6/2 6/2. 

Doubles Handicap 
Twenty two players took part, with eleven pairs in three round robins, followed by knock-out matches. 

There were a number of games with huge handicap differences; always fascinating to see the system at work, with the top 

players banned almost everything apart from a racket.  Lea Van Der Zalmen had particular difficulty in avoiding the tambour…  

partner Jess Garside had to yell each time she stepped up to the ball: “No tambour!”, much to the amusement of the dedans. 

Six pairs were left by the knock-out stage. Particular credit to newcomers Maggie Gibbs & Alison Kirkwood who beat the hard-

hitting pair of Candida Nicholls & Amy Pye; and then, in the semi-final, took two games off Lea & Jess.  In the other semi-final, 

Alex & Katie met Penny & Tara with a gentler handicap 

difference.  The Lumleys went for power and forces; Alex & 

Katie kept the ball in play with non-flashy steady shots till they 

could place it into a corner. Tara had just played a singles semi-

final and began to tire; this allowed Alex & Katie to draw ahead 

to win 6/3. 

The final was a close and entertaining match.  Jess was a demon 

at the net, with seemingly octopus arms, and as often as not, 

Lea also gave way to her to take the ground strokes in rests. 

But with a helpful handicap, Alex & Katie drew ahead to 3/1.  

Then a gear change in Jess’s serving, and more activity from Lea, 

began to tell.  At 3/3, a superb side-wall force by Lea off a serve 

set the tone, followed by a succession of vicious grille forces. 

The match remained so close all the way, with six games of the 

eventual ten going to 40/40. But in the end, the battle went to 

Lea & Jess, 8/5. 

Our thanks to Seacourt for hosting this splendid tournament; to the markers Andrew Lyons and Aaron Flippence; to the kind 

hosts who provided beds; to Peter Dawes who presented the prizes; to Viv Dawes and Alex Garside for organising it all so 

smoothly, and to sponsor Peter Luck-Hille. 

Report and court photos by Linda Fairbrother.  Presentation photos by Simon Flynn 

Peter Dawes with Doubles Winners Claire 

Fahey and Sarah Shuckburgh 

Rosie Law, Di Wilson, Doris Oldland 
and Linda Ford   

Lea Van Der Zwalmen, Peter Dawes and  

Jess Garside 
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Billy Ross-Skinner Invitational Mixed Doubles 2019 
Held at Hatfield, February 8th - 10th 

As usual, the best 16 ladies available were paired up with 16 male 
partners to give each pair an even chance of winning the title, so 
there were many close matches and some excellent tennis. 
 

On Friday, two pairs managed a 100% record (two wins without 
losing a set) and thus went straight through onto the Quarter-final 
list: Jill Newby & Owen Saunders, and Clare Bucknell & Jonathan 
Fisher.  As did Nicola Doble & Alistair Hunter on Saturday.  

Other would-be quarter finalists had a harder task of it.  Among 
them were Katie Leppard and Paul Bollerman, last year’s winning 
pair, although this time split up with different partners.  Katie and 
her new partner Simon Talbot-Williams had a circuitous route, via 
a walkover, then a close defeat of 6/5 6/5 by Natalie Barber & Fred 
Satow, and finally a tough three-set victory against Paul & his 
partner this year, Sian Medlow. 

So Katie with Simon managed to squeeze through, via the ‘second-
chance’ répechage system; but Paul had to concede a less happy 
outcome this year.   

Whatever route they took, by Sunday there were eight pairs in 
place battling to go through to the semi-finals.   

Three of the four quarter-finals went to three sets, with only Katie 
Leppard & Simon Talbot-Williams playing almost faultless tennis 
against Claire Bucknell & Jonathan Fisher to win 6/1 6/0.   

Their prize was to meet Jill Newby & Owen Saunders in the semi-
finals, where they had a much tougher time, despite a strong first 
set which they won 6/1. Jill & Owen changed which server each 
player received for the second set, which very much changed the dynamic, and they managed to sneak a  6/5 win. The final set 
was very tight, but Katie & Simon held their nerve and closed it out 6/4.   

The other semi final was between Nicola Doble & Alistair Hunter against Natalie Barber & Fred Satow  Natalie and Fred had just 
snuck through an incredibly tight 3-set match with Sophie Dannreuther & Steve Brewerton, but had a relatively comfortable 

time in this match, beating Nicola & Alistair 6/0 6/3. 
 

In the final Natalie & Fred maybe started as favourites, having won 
their previous group match 6/5 6/5 against Katie & Simon, but it was 
the latter who hit the ground running, clearly out for revenge, and 
once again they played near faultless tennis.  Simon controlled things 
on serve and return of serve, and Katie hit incredible defensive volleys 
at the galleries, with some amazing retrieving at the hazard end. 
Natalie & Fred did nothing wrong and made a great fight of it, but 
ultimately went down 6/2 6/3, although the score doesn’t do them 
justice. 
 

Many thanks as always to Viv Dawes for her excellent organisation 
and pairing up of the teams in what is her last year with the 
tournament. Thanks also to Hatfield for hosting the event; Liz Fisher, 
Sarah Sullivan and Jackie Sherman for the catering; and the Hatfield 
pros for the marking.                                   

Photos by Owen Saunders 
Report by Jon and Viv Dawes with Linda Fairbrother 

 

Winners Katie Leppard & Simon Talbot-Williams 

Finalists Natalie Barber & Fred Satow 

We are grateful to Mayfield 
Professional Print Solutions for 
supporting the production of 
this newsletter. 
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For more details of the above matches including players, individual 
scores and handicaps played please see the LRTA website  
http://www.lrta.org.uk/fixturesresults.html  

 

 

Can you help? 

We are looking for high quality 
real tennis photos and videos for the new 
website. 

Please get in touch with Katie Leppard or 
Candida Nicholls if you might be able to help. 

LRTA TOURNAMENTS and MATCHES 

LRTA Mixed Handicap Doubles 2019 
Held at Seacourt, May 31st – June 2nd 

Sponsored by Addison Law 

Once again, summertime at Seacourt saw 16 pairs competing in four groups on the Friday and Saturday. It soon became 
apparent that taking three points off the Seacourt pairs really made a big impact, as only three out of the eight pairs going 
through to the playoff rounds were from Seacourt.   Maybe Seacourt doesn’t play so differently now? 
 
There were several very close hard-fought matches, with our sponsor, Chris 
Halliwell, just missing out on going through to the playoffs by one point, as he & 
Sue Bicheno, his partner, ended up only winning one match although they had 
won more games than the second pair who did go through. 
Most of the playoff rounds proved to be tight matches, although unfortunately 
Alex Garside pulled a muscle in her back on the day and could hardly move in her 
quarter-final.  In the semi-finals, the handicap proved too much for the giving 
pairs, which meant the final was an all-RTC affair, featuring Sarah Lambie & Neil 
Sinclair against Katy & Giles Doy. These pairs had played in the same round-robin 
group earlier and were familiar with each other’s game, so it was no surprise that 
the final was closely-fought, going to 7/7, with Sarah & Neil just taking the final 
game to win this year’s trophy 8/7. 
A good time was had by all the competitors and once again the weather was just 
perfect. Saturday evening commenced with pre-dinner Pimms and canapés, kindly 
hosted by our sponsor, Chris Halliwell. An enjoyable dinner followed, at which Viv 
Dawes was presented with a gift by way of thanks for the many years she has 
organised this competition, this being her last one. 

Our thanks again to Chris Halliwell for his very generous sponsorship, to the 
professionals Drew and Aaron for their excellent marking throughout (and 
particularly Aaron’s assistance with handicap calculations) and to the Seacourt staff 
for their support in general during the weekend.        Report by Viv Dawes.  Photos by Candida Nicholls and Andrew Lyons 

Winners Sarah Lambie & Neil Sinclair  

     LRTA v Hatfield on Saturday 26th January 2019     Won 3/2 

     LRTA v Petworth on Sunday 17th February 2019     Draw 3/3 

     LRTA v Bristol  Saturday 16th March 2019     Won 5/1 

     LRTA v Queen's on Saturday 30th March 2019     Lost 2/3 

     LRTA v Newmarket on Saturday 11th May 2019     Lost 2/7 

     LRTA v Dedanists on Saturday 8th June 2019     Won 3/2 

Match Results 

http://www.lrta.org.uk/fixturesresults.html
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Hello…. 
As most of you will know by now, we have a new Chairman since the AGM.  The 
exuberant and talented Katie Leppard has taken over from Alex Garside, who has retired 
after ten years In the job. 
 

Linda: When did you begin playing RT? 
Katie: About 14 years ago in Oxford. I grew up near Hampton Court so knew about the 
game and then heard of some friends of friends that played it. I was intrigued and 
fancied learning a new sport so went along and had a lesson. After three lessons I was 
hooked. 
 

Do you have a favourite tournament or match? 
There are so many great tournaments that the LRTA are involved with, but my favourite 
would have to be the Billy Ross Skinner at Hatfield in February, which I’ve been lucky 
enough to win the last two years running. It is a mixed invitational tournament with 
some fabulous tennis played in great spirit.  
Favourite match would have to be LRTA v Jesters (another club I am a member of) 
played in November at Hardwick. I’m the match manager for that one so if anyone 
wants to play….! 
 

When did you join the Committee? 
18 months ago, once I had stepped down from being Chairman at my lawn tennis club and had more time.  
 

As LRTA Chairman, what do you particularly want to achieve?  
A strategic direction to ensure the sustainability of the LRTA for generations to come with more participation across all levels, 
and particularly bringing on the juniors who are the future of our game.  
 

What’s your day job.... any other sports/hobbies/interests? 
I am a chartered surveyor fully occupied running my own business in Oxford. 
Lawn tennis is also a big passion and I love bumping into my Real Tennis friends at Wimbledon each year! 
 

And Goodbye (for now..) 
This year’s AGM saw a major turnover of the Committee with three long-standing ‘retirees’:  Lucy Hutchinson as Secretary; 
Katy Weston as Treasurer, and in particular, Alex Garside as Chairman, to whom we are greatly indebted for her calm and 
efficient ten years at the helm. 
 

Alex is of course a well-known figure in the LRTA as a player of note with two World Championship titles, a British Open 
Singles title, and numerous other doubles and singles successes as winner or finalist.  She was also one of the founder 
members of the Association in 1981, and has been on the Committee ever since in various roles, taking over as Chairman in 
2009.  Of particular note has been her tireless work encouraging junior girls to play and improve – not least her own daughter 
Jess. 
Katy Weston has organised many a tournament – most recently the British Handicaps - as well as watching the money; 
meantime, she has been studying to become an Anglican priest, and we wish her every success in her new role.  Sarah Sullivan 
has stepped into Katy’s shoes. 
After 12 years on the committee, Lucy Hutchinson is also a familiar figure, whether organising such events as the Ladies 
International, or researching and selling – with great charm and success! - LRTA-branded clothing at tournaments.  She will 
continue as a Match Manager and player. 
We now need a new Secretary!  Please get in touch with Katie Leppard if you could help. chairman@ladiesrealtennis.com 

COMMITTEE and MEMBER NEWS 

Katie Leppard 

News from Lea Van Der Zwalmen  
Lea recently visited Fontainebleau and shared her experience with members. She reports: 
“I sure as hell won’t forget my first trip to Fontainebleau anytime soon. What an 
extraordinary place! Beautiful court, amazing surroundings and fabulous atmosphere.  
Feel very humbled to have been invited by the Fontainebleau Club to take part in this 
series of Summer Masterclass. 
On a personal note, I sometimes get caught up in all my training and intense pursuit of my 
goals. But this kind of amazing weekend helps me realise how Real Tennis is much more 
than hitting baskets and getting ready for the next tournament. Real tennis (and Rackets!) 
has changed my life for the better in so many ways, mainly thanks to the extraordinary people I am fortunate enough to have 
crossed paths with.”  

Member News 

Lea Van Der Zwalmen and  
Guillaume Dortu  

mailto:chairman@ladiesrealtennis.com

